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A job for the experts
Greg Kingdon of Kaltech International explains why it is so important to engage
a professional mill relining company from the time a concentrator is designed
Most
concentrators
have multiple
sets of liners
in reserve

T

he mining industry trend towards
using larger grinding mills and a
single process line has made the
task of removing and replacing the wear
plates from the inside of a grinding mill
an increasingly vital maintenance task.
This task, more commonly referred to
as mill relining, is traditionally the critical
maintenance activity during any major
mill shutdown period. To be able to
routinely achieve safe and efficient
relines, quite a number of things have to
be in place, both mechanically and
procedurally.
Large strides have been made over
the past couple of decades by mill
relining equipment manufacturers. In
fact, the relining of these larger mills
could not occur at all without the
support of the specialist equipment that
has been concurrently developed to
support the task of efficiently relining the
larger grinding mills.

The right equipment
Elevating
platforms make
it much easier
and more
efficient for
relining staff to
work on
different parts
of the mill

Mill relining machines, or liner handlers,
are essentially custom-made cranes that
have been developed to fit into a mill.
Not only are the liner handlers custom
built for the dimension of each mill, they
are also custom designed to handle the
required liner size and projected liner
weights for each mill.
Other major reline support equip-

ment, such as hydraulic and pneumatic
bolt-removal equipment, customdesigned feed chute movers, or
transporters and monorails, are also
essential to support and make possible
the safe and efficient relining of a mill.
The maintenance personnel at
concentrators are often acutely aware of
the fact that the efficiency (or inefficiency)
of a mill reline can have a significant
effect on mill availability. Inefficiently
performed mill relines can cost 4-6% or
more in mill availability. Conversely,
efficient mill relining can increase mill
availability by the same amount.
There are numerous other mechanical
components that are utilised during a
mill reline that must be in place for the
reline to occur. Some of the more

obvious items are: the liners, bolts and
fasteners, brakes, a reliable inching
mechanism, a reliable lube system, a
suitable work platform, compressed air,
forklift, sometimes a crane, and of
course the specialist relining tools. When
not at their optimum, or performing
poorly, all of these components have the
capacity to reduce reline efficiency, and
thus reduce mill availability.

The right skills
Having all of the right mechanical
components is only half the solution;
they do provide potential, but it takes a
human component – skill – to extract
that potential.
This human component provides the
planning, selection of methodology and,
ultimately, the application of the plans as
projects. On a maintenance level, this
component handles many things, such
as: mill operations, maintenance
planning, mill maintenance, shutdown
scheduling, reline strategy and relining.
Skilful mill operations, proper
planning and scheduling, and efficient
concurrently performed plant maintenance undoubtedly play a vital part in
achieving the goal of reduced mill reline
times and helping to maximise mill
availability.
When it comes down to who is going
to reline the mills, the main things to
consider are the availability of resources
and level of skill. The choices usually
include whether to do the reline work
in-house, use a local contractor, or to
hire reline professionals. It is ultimately
the reline professional who can best
undertake this task, as they are the ones
that make it possible to extract the
maximum potential from the relining
equipment.
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An elevating
platform in
action for mill
relining at the
Oyu Tolgoi
concentrator

It could theoretically be true to say that
anyone could change out worn liners
from the inside of a 40ft semi autogenous
grinding (SAG) mill. However, in the
highly competitive world of mining, there
is no economic place for inefficiencies.
Even the most skilled mechanics who
have tried to change out the wear plates
in a grinding mill, but who do not have
the specialised training or tooling, have

underperformed at this task. They do not
have the depth of knowledge required,
nor do they get the exposure to the
number of relining projects necessary to
develop the specific maintenance skills
needed in order to perform the relines
efficiently, and more importantly, safely,
in-house.
While the development of some
relining skills in-house or with a local
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contractor is essential for emergency
situations, where a broken liner needs to
be changed at short notice, the
competency acquired from such short
and infrequent exposure to relining will
never result in the same high level of
competency and efficiency as that
achieved by the professional reline
company. Without the professional
reliners, the results achieved will be
mediocre at best.
Depending on the scope of work
involved, an experienced mill reline team
would consist of 16-30 people split
between day and night shifts. An
experienced reline superintendent or
supervisor should have relined from 250
to 750 mills, and a reline technician
would have worked on an average of
about 150 mill reline projects.
This means that an experienced mill
reline crew on a single job has a
combination of experience from 2,500 to
4,500 individual mill relines between
them. This significant amount of
experience will have been gained by
completing relines on many different
types and sizes of mills, and in various
locations. It could be said that the
experienced mill reline crews, and
especially the reline supervisors, have
more or less seen it all.
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However, there are still situations
occurring where the concentrator has all
the necessary reline support equipment
and they hire the very best professionals,
yet the relines are still being performed
in well less than world-class times.

Involved from the start
What has brought about this circumstance? The broad answer is that the
reliners were not consulted at the design
stage of the concentrator.
Often, the first time that mill reliners
arrive at a site and get to assess all of
the features that have been designed
and built into the concentrator is when
they are preparing for the reline.
Unfortunately, some of these features
are irreversible and will remain in place
for the life of the concentrator. Some of
the design problems encountered by
reliners can include the following:
• Insufficient or poorly located extra
bolt holes through the mill shell or
heads. These extra bolt holes, when
properly sited, would routinely be
used during the reline process as
access or knockout holes, enabling
the reliners to strike the back of the
worn linings to facilitate their removal.
Having them not available or poorly
positioned can considerably reduce
reline efficiency.
• L iner bolts are occasionally positioned
with no or poor access to them, such
that those particular bolts are, and
remain, extremely difficult and
time-consuming to remove and
replace.
•M
 ill linings that are not designed with
relining efficiency in mind. The
difficulty of removing and replacing
such liners can reduce mill run time by
hundreds of hours per year. Most
concentrators have multiple sets of
liners in reserve, and often opt to live
with this problem until the liner
inventory is consumed. This is at least
one issue that can be resolved by
correcting the liner design.
•W
 ork platform and mill access is often
an issue. Work platforms are routinely
incomplete, and are often set at the
wrong height.
There are a number of other product
selection and design issues that if
handled badly can detrimentally affect
the efficiency of relines, some of them
for the life of the mine.

Oyu Tolgoi: case in point
The work platforms are a good case in
point, and are worthy of closer
inspection. Reliners have been asking for
elevating work platforms for decades,
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and finally, one equipment manufacturer
has stepped up and provided them for
use at the new Oyu Tolgoi copper
concentrator in Mongolia. When relining
a mill in a set position and working from
a fixed platform, the reliners are
restricted to the number of rows of bolts
that they can safely access. This
limitation can affect reline efficiency in a
myriad of ways.
When relining a mill, the ore charge
level inside the mill is ideally set for that
particular scope of work. Setting the
charge level is not a science, so it is

almost always set either somewhat too
low or too high in relation to the fixed
work platforms. Once the charge level is
set to an acceptable height, the mill is
rolled or inched to a starting point, and
then braked or fixed in that position so
that the task of removing the bolts and
the worn liners and replacing them can
begin.
Often, and especially when working
with a gearless mill drive (GMD), and
when removing and replacing components on all sides of the mill, the simple
task of positioning the mill relative to the
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The Oyu
Tolgoi copper
concentrator in
Mongolia is an
example where
the needs of the
relining process
were taken into
account from
the beginning

“Work
platform
and mill
access is
invariably
an issue.
Platforms
are routinely
incomplete,
and often at
the wrong
height”

fixed working platform height on the
outside of the mill can take quite some
time. Theoretically, a GMD should allow
a mill to be quickly and exactly
positioned to where the reliners need it
to be, but in reality and for a number of
reasons, this rarely happens. The process
of inching and braking a GMD mill to get
it correctly positioned is a bit of an art.
The position of the mill can be a few
inches lower than where it needs to be,
and this is simply not feasible for
relining. Having elevating platforms
eliminates this issue; the reliners just
have to get the mill positioned close to
where it needs to be, and then they can
move the platforms to suit.
When working from a fixed platform,
typically three rows of bolts are
removed. The first row is low, at about
shin height, the second at about hip
height, and the third row is at shoulder
height. There are extra safety issues
associated with working at low or high
levels, and this can be overcome with
the use of elevating platforms, as the
reliners are always working at the
optimum height on the outside of the
mill. Additionally, they can access the
fourth, fifth or sixth rows of bolts (or
more) at their discretion.
The ability to change more rows of

liners from a set mill position also
reduces the total number of times that
rolling or inching of the mill is required.
This saves significant time.
Occasionally, the reline work scope
dictates that the ore charge be set low
for some of the components that need
to be changed. However, this same
charge level is then too low for some of
the other components that also need to
be changed. Solving this problem either
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means the reliners have to add ore to
the mill mid-way through a reline (a very
time-consuming process, if at all
possible), or they are forced to work on
one side of the mill, only changing one
or two rows of liners at a time. The
elevating platforms also eliminate this
problem.
After the mill is relined, the liner bolts
of a SAG mill are re-torqued after about
24-48 hours of mill run time. This
re-torqueing can take 4-5 hours.
By using elevating platforms, the number of times the mill has to be inched
and positioned during the re-torque
process is reduced, saving about two
hours per re-torque. Similarly, when
changing broken liner bolts, the
elevating platforms take the technicians
to the bolts, rather than inching the mill
to bring the bolts to them.
Even outside mill relining, elevating
platforms can eliminate large amounts of
downtime. For example, when mill flange
bolts have had to be checked and, where
necessary replaced, at the Oyu Tolgoi
site, the elevating platforms have saved
many hours of mill downtime.

“Mill reline
professionals are
a valuable
resource and
their value is not
just limited to The perfect platform
the safe and There are many ways that elevating
efficient relining platforms can make the task of relining a
mill safer and more efficient, and this
of the mills” product is a great example of why

consulting and involving professional mill
reliners at the design stage is essential.
Mill reline professionals are a valuable
resource and their value is not just
limited to the safe and efficient relining
of mills. They should be consulted
sufficiently early in a new concentrator
project so that they can make a
difference.
See www.kaltechusa.com
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